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Semiconductor electrodes capable of using solar photons to drive water-splitting reactions, such as haematite (α-Fe2O3),
have been the subject of tremendous interest over recent decades. The surface has been found to play a significant role in
determining the efficiency of water oxidation with haematite; however, previous works have only allowed hypotheses to be
formulated regarding the identity of relevant surface species. Here we investigate the water-oxidation reaction on
haematite using infrared spectroscopy under photoelectrochemical (PEC) water-oxidation conditions. A potential- and
light-dependent absorption peak at 898 cm−1 is assigned to a FeIV=O group, which is an intermediate in the PEC water-
oxidation reaction. These results provide direct evidence of high-valent iron–oxo intermediates as the product of the first
hole-transfer reaction on the haematite surface and represent an important step in establishing the mechanism of PEC
water oxidation on semiconductor electrodes.

Haematite (α-Fe2O3) has emerged as one of the most promising
materials to carry out the light-driven water-oxidation half
reaction for photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting1–6.

The unique combination of suitable optical and electrochemical
properties combined with excellent stability and elemental abundance
enables the possibility of sustainable hydrogen production in a
haematite-based PEC cell4,7,8. However, so far the efficiencies
measured with haematite have fallen well short of the theoretical
maximum. For example, state-of-the-art systems produce only 30%
of the maximum photocurrent that can be generated under water
splitting with haematite4,9,10. The cause of this poor performance
has been the focus of extensive studies during the past decade. Bulk
recombination and surface recombination have both been found to
limit the quantum efficiency of photogenerated charge-carrier separ-
ation and the output power. Bulk recombination results in a near-zero
minority carrier (hole) diffusion length, which limits the charge-
collection length to the space-charge layer at the haematite–electrolyte
interface1,4,11. Surface recombination is in competition with the
forward water oxidation hole-transfer reactions and accounts for
the loss of several hundred millivolts of photovoltage12–15. A clear
understanding of the surface chemistry of haematite during PEC
water oxidation is thus crucial as it determines the extent of
band bending and of Fermi-level pinning, which control the
charge-separation and hole-collection (water-oxidation) efficiencies.

PEC studies of haematite have demonstrated clearly the phenom-
enon and general importance of photogenerated hole trapping at the
electrode surface16–18. For example, Peter and co-workers utilized
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and intensity-modu-
lated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) to study the kinetics of
PEC water oxidation on haematite17,19. A kinetic model was devel-
oped based on the EIS and IMPS data, which suggested surface-
hole accumulation in the form of oxidized surface states. They
further studied the nature of oxidized surface species by light- and
potential-modulated absorption spectroscopy15. An absorption
feature observed at around 570 nm was tentatively assigned as
FeIV=O, which is a possible intermediate of the oxygen-evolution

reaction15. Interestingly, Barroso et al. observed a comparable spec-
tral feature on haematite electrodes by spectroelectrochemistry
under PEC water oxidation, but this was assigned to long-lived
surface holes20. Klahr et al. investigated the haematite–electrolyte
interface by employing PEC and EIS measurements on planar
thin films12,21. A capacitive process was observed in the EIS
measurements under illumination and assigned to the accumulation
of holes in surface states. A coincident drop in charge-transfer resist-
ance and an abrupt photocurrent onset with the peak of the surface-
state capacitance corroborated the assignment of surface-hole
accumulation as a key step in H2O oxidation on haematite.
Klahr et al. further demonstrated a decrease in the surface-state
capacitance under competitive methanol and water oxidation,
which confirmed that the surface states actively participate in the
H2O-oxidation process on the haematite surface22. The nature of
the surface-accumulated hole was further studied via in situ spectro-
electrochemistry during PEC H2O oxidation. A bias-dependent
spectral feature was observed at 572 nm, identical to that in
the reports by Peter and co-workers15 and Klahr and Hamann23.
Quantitative correlation was found between the surface-state
capacitance and the magnitude of the absorption peak, which con-
firms that they originate from the same effect. Furthermore, the
absorption cross-section of the peak at 572 nm was calculated to
have a comparable magnitude to that of the FeIV=O intermediates
often observed in iron-based oxygen-activating enzymes23. This
interpretation is consistent with first-principle calculations of the
first hole-transfer reaction on the fully hydroxylated surface of
haematite, which is described by equation (1)24–26:

R–FeIII − OH ⇌
h+

e−
R–FeIV=O + H+ (1)

where R represents bulk haematite, h+ represents a valence band
hole and e− represents a conduction-band electron at the electrode
surface. We suggest equation (1) corresponds to the hole-trapping
reactions, or charging/decharging of surface states, as often
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invoked in the literature12,20,27. The reverse reaction corresponds to
the surface recombination reaction, which is a function of electron
concentration near the surface. Although most reports are consist-
ent with the assignment of a high-valent iron–oxo species on the
haematite surface as a chemical intermediate after the first step of
PEC water oxidation, no direct evidence of the chemical identity
of any water-oxidation intermediates has been reported to date.

Infrared spectroscopy is an attractive technique for the deter-
mination of intermediate species in catalytic reactions28–31.
Furthermore, the use of attenuated total reflectance infrared
(ATR-IR) spectroscopy can be used to overcome challenges that
involve the low concentration of intermediates on electrode surfaces
and the competitive infrared absorption by water32. For example,
ATR-IR measurements were performed on TiO2 nanoparticle
films deposited on a diamond internal reflection element under
illumination with 365 nm light. The generation of a peroxo inter-
mediate species was interpreted because of the appearance of two
peaks at 838 and 812 cm−1, which were assigned to the O–O stretch-
ing of Ti–O–OH and of Ti–O–O–Ti, respectively33. However, the
role of these species in the photocatalytic water-oxidation reaction
was not established definitively. Recently, rapid-scan ATR-IR spec-
troscopy was used to identify surface intermediates that appear
during water oxidation with Co3O4 nanoparticles sensitized by
[Ru(bpy)3]

3+ (bpy, bipyridine)34. A one-electron oxidation

intermediate with an absorbance at 840 cm−1 was attributed to a
CoIV=O species34.

In this work, we report the first direct evidence of oxidized
surface states that mediate PEC water oxidation on haematite
electrodes through operando ATR-IR spectroscopy. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of the identification of H2O-
oxidation intermediates on haematite—or any semiconductor
material—under PEC control. The potential- and light-dependent
infrared spectra are correlated with PEC measurements, which pro-
vides mechanistic insight of this important reaction on a promising
material under working conditions.

Results and discussion
Photoelectrochemistry.All the haematite electrodes were characterized
initially under typical PEC water-oxidation conditions using a
monochromatic 395 nm light. Current density (J) versus applied
voltage (V) curves in the dark and under illumination are shown
in Supplementary Fig. 2. The general trend of the J–V responses
is in good agreement with the water-oxidation behaviour under
one sun illumination12. EIS measurements were also performed
under PEC water-oxidation conditions. Two capacitive elements
(semicircles in the Nyquist plots) were observed at potentials around
the photocurrent onset, consistent with our previous reports, as
shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 (ref. 12). These capacitive processes
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up and results of infrared spectroscopy measurements during electrochemical and PEC water oxidation. a, This schematic of
the set-up used for operando PEC infrared (IR) measurements depicts the haematite working electrode (WE), platinum counter electrode (CE), Ag/AgCl
reference electrode (RE) and ZnSe ATR crystal. A thin layer of electrolyte was introduced between the haematite WE and the ATR crystal. b, J–V curves of a
haematite electrode in the operando PEC infrared set-up measured in contact with D2O in the dark (blue) and under illumination (dark red). These dark and
light current responses prove that there is good electrical contact throughout and the measurements agree with the ex situ measurements shown in
Supplementary Fig. 2. c, Infrared spectra of haematite scanned at constant applied potentials, from 1.43 to 2.03 V versus RHE, in the dark. d, Infrared spectra
of haematite scanned at constant applied potentials, from 1.13 to 1.63 V versus RHE, under illumination. Peaks at 898 and 743 cm−1 appear at potentials
positive to the onset of the water-oxidation current, 1.7 V versus RHE in the dark and 1.25 V versus RHE under illumination, which indicates that they may be
species involved in the water-oxidation reaction.
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correspond to the space-charge capacitance and chemical capacitance
caused by the build-up of holes on the surface, that is, the surface-state
capacitance, Css (ref. 12). The surface-state capacitance at various
applied potentials was then extracted by fitting the EIS data to the
equivalent circuit model previously established for a haematite–
electrolyte interface (Supplementary Fig. 2). The Css exhibits a
Gaussian peak around the photocurrent onset, which is attributed to
the surface-hole accumulation12. The charging and decharging of
this surface state was also measured by cyclic voltammetry (CV),
shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. The extent and distribution of the
cathodic peak is in good agreement with the surface states measured
by EIS, both consistent with the previous measurements performed
under one sun illumination12,21. The surface states charged at around
1.3 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), which
corresponds to the photocurrent onset potential identified in both
the CV and EIS measurements, were previously assigned to oxidized
states involved in the H2O-oxidation reaction12,21. The second peak
in the CV (∼0.7 V versus RHE) was previously assigned to surface-
trap states that are not involved in water oxidation, but can trap
electrons and holes and thus act as recombination centres6.

The same haematite electrodes were also employed to oxidize
water photoelectrochemically in the custom-made ATR-IR cell
depicted in Fig. 1a. The ZnSe element has a sharp cutoff energy at
∼625 cm−1. The tumbling mode of H2O, however, strongly reduces
the infrared transmittance in the 600–850 cm−1 band, which is
where the vibration modes of the likely intermediate oxo and peroxo
groups are expected35. This limitationwas circumvented by performing
all the experiments inD2O, as it provides a significantly better transmit-
tance in this region (shown in Supplementary Fig. 4). J–V measure-
ments were performed to ensure the feasibility of the PEC cell set-up.
Plots of J–V curves scanned in the dark and under 395 nmmonochro-
matic illumination (∼10 mW cm−2) are shown in Fig. 1b. The resistive
shape of the curves is caused by uncompensated resistances, mostly
imposed by the geometry of the operando cell. In general, however,
the J–V response is in excellent agreement with the J–Vmeasurements
in a typical electrochemical cell, such as that shown in Supplementary
Fig. 2. The operando infrared spectra were then scanned under a
constant applied potential to probe the surface of the haematite
electrode in the dark and under illumination. The surface states
attributed to water-oxidation intermediates are identified both in
the dark and under illumination in the fast-scan CV measurements
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

Infrared spectroscopy. Figure 1c,d shows infrared absorption
spectra scanned during electrochemical and PEC water oxidation,

respectively. The spectra are corrected for the background
absorption at a reference potential of 0.6 V versus RHE, which
corresponds to the flat-band potential of haematite in which no
hole trapping in the surface states occurs. A prominent peak in
the spectra was resolved reproducibly at 898 cm−1, which grew in
at applied potentials positive to the onset of the water-oxidation
current (1.7 V and 1.25 V versus RHE in the dark and under
illumination, respectively). The potential- and light-dependent
peak evolution is consistent with electrochemically or
photoelectrochemically generated species on the electrode surface.
That the absorption peaks are only observed positive of the onset
potential of the water-oxidation current indicates that this
absorption peak is associated with species involved in the D2O
oxidation reaction. An additional peak at 743 cm−1 was observed
with variable signal-to-noise ratios for the different experiments
performed, which we attribute to its proximity to the spectral
cutoff region and is thus strongly affected by any traces of H2O
incorporated in the cell. Supplementary Fig. 7 displays additional
spectra that demonstrate the reproducibility of the peaks at
898 cm−1 and 743 cm−1. Plots of the second derivative of these
spectra are also shown in Supplementary Fig. 8 and support the
identification of these two peaks.

Identical absorption peaks were also observed after turning the
light on at 1.43 V (that is, corrected for the background in the
same applied potential in the dark). As seen in Fig. 2a, a photo-
current is generated in response to turning the light on at this
applied potential. Furthermore, no spectral features were observed
when iodide (0.2 M KI) was introduced as a hole scavenger
(Fig. 2b), with which photogenerated holes oxidize I− as opposed
to the surface (shown in Supplementary Fig. 6). Potential-depen-
dent spectra and control measurements with the hole scavenger
therefore strongly support the assignment of the infrared absorption
peaks to species generated during PEC water oxidation on the
haematite surface.

Isotope-labelling experiments and peak assignments. The
vibration frequencies of iron–oxo and iron–peroxo groups have been
studied extensively in molecular systems31. The vibration frequency
of an FeIV=O group is expected to fall in the 750–900 cm−1

region31,36,37. The O–O stretching mode of peroxides is expected
to lie in the 740–950 cm−1 region34,35,38,39. Broad variations in the
vibration frequency are attributed to the degree of hydrogen
bonding and the spin state of the Fe atom34,37. The observed
infrared vibration peaks can potentially be assigned to either the
Fe=O or the Fe–O–OH groups that may form during water
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Figure 2 | Plots of the measured current and infrared absorption spectra of haematite electrodes in response to illumination and an applied potential.
a, A sudden increase in the current appears on illumination at an applied potential of 1.43 V versus RHE, which corresponds to the initiation of PEC water
oxidation. b, The infrared absorption spectra collected at 1.43 V versus RHE under illumination after turning on the light for a haematite electrode in contact
with D2O (PEC water oxidation) as well as with the addition of KI as a scavenger of valence-band holes. The appearance of an infrared absorbance peak at
898 cm−1 during water oxidation, which is absent in the presence of a hole scavenger, suggests it is an intermediate species involved in water oxidation.
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oxidation. Further experiments that employed 18O-labelled water
were therefore performed to distinguish between these two
species. The 16O/18O shift for Fe=O is expected to be ∼40 cm−1

(refs 34,40,41). The frequency shift associated with O–O isotope
exchange is between 20 and 30 cm−1 for partially labelled
(16O–18O) and between 44 and 61 cm−1 for fully labelled
(18O–18O) groups34,42. Operando spectra collected in contact with
D2

18O exhibited absorption peaks at 743 and 857 cm−1 (Fig. 3).
The peak at 857 cm−1 in D2

18O is shifted by 42 cm−1 compared with
the spectrum taken in D2

16O. This shift is consistent with either
Fe=16O to Fe=18O or Fe–16O–16O to Fe–18O–18O, both of which
are possible intermediate species of water oxidation on haematite.

Experiments were also performed in a 1:1 ratio of D2
16O/D2

18O,
which produced an equally weighted doublet with peaks at 898
and 857 cm−1 (Fig. 3). This measurement was repeated multiple
times with consistent results, which are displayed in
Supplementary Fig. 7. The second derivatives of the spectra are
displayed in Supplementary Fig. 8, and clearly resolves the two
peaks at 898 and 857 cm−1. These isotope-exchange frequency
shifts obviously allow the peaks at 898 and 857 cm−1 to be assigned
as Fe=16O and Fe=18O, respectively. This result is inconsistent with
a peroxide, which would produce three different vibrations that cor-
respond to 16O–16O,16O–18O and 18O–18O stretching modes with a
1:2:1 ratio of intensities.

The peak that appears at 743 cm−1 is unchanged on isotope
labelling. That the 743 cm−1 mode is not shifted on labelling with
18O indicates this absorption peak is probably either the result of
groups that do not contain oxygen or of inert groups that do not
proceed to exchange oxygen atoms25,34. Thus, this peak is not
directly associated with water splitting. It is possible that this peak
results from C–H bending modes of organic adsorbates on the
electrode. We believe this possibility is unlikely, however, because
it is not clear why it would exhibit the light and potential
dependence observed unless it was being oxidized. If it was, the
peak intensity should decrease on prolonged illumination/oxidation,
which was not observed. Alternatively, this peak may arise from
bridging FeIV–O–FeIV or peroxo FeIV–O–O–FeIV groups at defect
sites that act as trap states on the haematite surface. Some examples
of analogous species have been observed in situ on TiO2 and TaON

nanoparticle photocatalysts under ultraviolet irradiation33,43 and in
molecular metal–dioxygen catalyst systems41,44,45. We showed pre-
viously that some surface-trap states on haematite can be passivated
through annealing at high temperatures6. Therefore, operando
experiments were also carried out on a haematite electrode annealed
at 800 °C. Plots of operando infrared absorption measurements are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 5 for both D2

16O and D2
18O.

Interestingly, the 743 cm−1 peak was not observed for the electrode
annealed at 800 °C. Therefore, we tentatively assign the peak at
743 cm−1 to surface-defect states that can be passivated on high-
temperature annealing.

Conclusion
Taken together, the operando infrared measurements are in excel-
lent agreement with the PEC and EIS results. The light- and poten-
tial-dependent absorption features measured under real working
conditions can be assigned confidently to species generated under
electrochemical and PEC water oxidation. Control measurements
with a hole scavenger and isotopically labelled water further corro-
borate the assignment of the infrared modes to oxygen-containing
surface species generated only during water oxidation. On the
basis of these assignments, a H2O-oxidation mechanism can be
established that involves the formation of an iron–oxo group as
the product of the first oxidation reaction on the surface by
valence-band holes. This initial step is further supported by recent
theoretical work that indicates the FeIV=O groups as probable
intermediate species in water oxidation on haematite after the
first hole transfer—bridging peroxide species were ruled out as
intermediates26. Subsequent attack by a water molecule and
oxidative dissociation of a proton are the probable next steps,
which would produce a surface peroxide intermediate that releases
O2 on further oxidation. This proposed mechanism is depicted in
reactions (2)–(5):

R–FeIII–OH ⟶
h+

R–FeIV=O + H+ (2)

R–FeIV=O + H2O ⟶
h+

R–FeIII–O–O–H + H+ (3)

R–FeIII–O–O–H ⟶
h+

R–FeIII + O2 + H+ (4)

R–FeIII + H2O ⟶
h+

R–FeIII–OH + H+ (5)

Given the potential energy of haematite’s valence-band holes, reac-
tions (2)–(5) are thermodynamically favourable based on the calcu-
lated free energy for water splitting on fully hydroxylated
surfaces25,26. The proposed mechanism is analogous to the mechanism
recently established for water oxidation on cobalt oxide catalysts4,34.

These results provide the first direct evidence of a surface FeIV=O
intermediate of water oxidation on haematite that reconciles the
previous discussions on the nature of surface holes by Peter and
co-workers15,27, Hamann and co-workers21,23 and Durrant and
co-workers13,20. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first report of light- and potential-controlled operando infrared
measurements of a reaction on a semiconductor surface, which is
critical in establishing the reaction mechanisms during PEC water
oxidation. Although several intermediates and the kinetics of
these reactions still need to be resolved in future work to identify
the rate-limiting processes on haematite, the results presented
here represent a significant step towards achieving that.

Methods
Haematite electrodes were prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Fe2O3

following a previously established method46. A total of 1,000 ALD cycles of
Fe2O3 (equivalent to ∼50 nm) were deposited on F:SnO2-coated glass substrates
(Hartford, 12–15 Ω cm) followed by annealing at 500 °C for two hours.
Fluorine-doped tin oxide-coated aluminoborosilicate glass substrates (Soloronix,
10 Ω cm) were used for the electrodes annealed at 800 °C. The substrates were
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The absorption peak at 898 cm−1, which is observed in D2
16O, shifts by

42 cm−1 to 857 cm−1 in D2
18O. The 1:1 ratio mixture of D2

16O/D2
18O results

in two equally weighted peaks at 898 and 857 cm−1. These results allow the
peaks at 898 and 857 cm−1 to be assigned to Fe=16O and Fe=18O,
respectively, as intermediate species of water oxidation.
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cut to form 1.5 × 6 cm electrodes for the operando experiments. Electrical
contact was made using silver epoxy conductive paste covered with an
insulating epoxy finish. Two small holes in the haematite electrodes that
contained the electrolyte provided an electrical connection between the
haematite working electrode, the counter electrode and the reference electrode
(Fig. 1a). For operando measurements, the haematite electrode was fixed
against the infrared element with ∼50 μl of electrolyte sandwiched in between.
A Teflon bridge was used to press the haematite working electrode tightly
in place (adhesion between two wet surfaces tightly holds the crystal and
electrode together). The operando cell assembly parts are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1.

Operando infrared measurements were made using a Magna-IR 550
Spectrometer with a Gateway flow through a top-plate cell multireflection ATR
set-up (Specac). A 45° angle ZnSe crystal was used (cutoff energy of ∼625 cm−1).
Each infrared absorption spectrum was acquired by averaging 200 scans at a
resolution of 4 cm−1. Operando infrared spectral acquisition was carried out under a
constant applied potential to the haematite electrode. The spectra were individually
corrected for the background (at the reference potential) just before each
measurement. A light-emitting diode (LED) ultraviolet flashlight (395 nm) was used
as the light source for the PEC experiments. The LED power at a fixed distance from
the electrode surface was estimated to be about 10 mW cm−2 using a certified
reference cell system (Newport).

Operando electrochemical measurements were performed using a micro-
Autolab potentiostat with a ‘no leak’ Ag/AgCl (Warner) microreference electrode
and a Pt wire as the counter electrode. Unless otherwise mentioned, all the operando
experiments were performed in D2O (99.9 atomic %, Aldrich) that contained
0.2 M KCl (99.0%, Aldrich). 18O-labelled D2O (95% 18O and 99% D, Medical
Isotopes) was used for the isotope-exchange control experiments. Prior to the
operando measurements, the electrodes, the crystal and the flow-cell holder were
dried in a drying oven for at least two hours. Although neutral electrolytes were
employed here to ensure stability of the ZnSe crystal, our previous J–V, CV, EIS and
spectroelectrochemistry measurements were performed over a range of pH values
and established the same behaviour and mechanism at pH 6.9 and 13
(refs 12,21,22).
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